Who are we?

Based on 695 registrants
Housekeeping:

- **Q&A** – post your Question in the Q&A chat on the right of the screen
- At the beginning of your question please put the speakers name or topic to make it easier to track.
- Please use the chat for general conversation.
- If you want to tweet about the event please use the hashtag #adrinfoday
Agenda:

9:30 - 9:35 Welcome
9:35 - 10:00 Adra speaker: Rich Walker
10:00 - 11:30 - European Commission speakers:
  · Evangelia Markidou, CNECT A1
  · Antonio Puente-Rodero, CNECT A1
  · Maria Tsakali, CNECT E2
  · Kimmo Rossi, CNECT G1
  · Pawel Dobosz, CNECT G3
11:30 - 11:45 - IDEAL-IST speaker: Edina Nemeth
11:45 - 13:15h – Pitches